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hello good people! happy new year! what are some of your resolutions?
we resolve to make new frennn…ch toast, actually! just got our hands
on a killer new recipe. we aren’t prepared to serve it to you today –
every dish we serve here goes through a pretty extensive development
period – but we’re optimistic about its potential for future newsletters.

in addition to that, we’ve got some other stuff to announce today too!
here goes –

Thing One: we are heading back to europe this april! playin 6 shows in
the UK and 6 on the mainland. UK tickets are already on sale and EU
tix go on sale on wednesday. full dates are below and links are up at
pinegroveband.com

Thing Two: we are pleased to announce a successful mission – late
last night, on a covert operation, our team of skilled rescuers was able
to penetrate the Ticket Scalpers’ Lair and reclaim a bunch of tickets
before they were resold. these tickets are for the following shows:
Washington, DC
Cleveland, OH
Chicago, IL (both shows)
Hamden, CT
Asbury Park, NJ (first two shows)
Albany, NY
these are all back on sale as of now! plus, there are still a few tix left for
the atlanta show (which was upgraded to a bigger venue) and the third
asbury park show. all other shows are sold out!

Thing Three: this one is really more of a reminder than an
announcement but, anyway – calling all crows is going to be back with
us on this upcoming US tour doing active bystander intervention
trainings before every show. these 30 minute trainings take place just
before doors, and are open to 10 people per show. the interactive
sessions teach you how to be more mindful of potentially harmful
situations and go over different strategies for safe & effective
intervention. and we still have some slots open! if you’re going to a
show and are interested, sign up by
emailing kim@callingallcrows.org with the subject line “pinegrove [city]
training.”

on the topic of reminders, we’d also like to remind u that skylight is still
available for pre-order! the physical versions – which come as 2x vinyl,
2x CD, & cassette – all include a special acoustic version of skylight
played by evan, called skylight ii. all orders ship on february 15. you

can pre-order at pinegroveband.com!

that’s all for now, but we’ll have more info to report in another
newsletter soon!
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